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The botnets are one of the most dangerous species of network-based attack. They cause

severe network disruptions throughmassive coordinated attacks nowadays and the results

of this disruption frequently cost enterprises large sums in financial losses. In this paper,

we make an in-depth investigation on the issue of botnet detection and present a new

security visualization tool for visualizing botnet behaviors on DNS traffic. The core

mechanism is developed with the objective of enabling users to recognize security threats

promptly and mitigate the damages by only visualizing DNS traffic in cylindrical co-

ordinates. We compare our visualization method with existing ones and the experimental

results show that ours has greater perceptual efficiency. The ideas and results of this study

will contribute toward designing an advanced visualization technique that offers better

security. Also, the approach proposed in this study can be utilized to derive new and

valuable insights in security aspects from the complex correlations of Big Data.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A bot is a software application that an attacker, a.k.a. bot-

master, controls over the Internet through command and control

(C&C) infrastructures. Botnet refers to a group of hosts infected

with a bot and communicate with a botmaster to perform

coordinated cybercrimes, such as distributed denial of service

(DDoS) attacks, spamming, scanning, or phishing. Botnets are

regarded as one of the most dangerous species of network-

based attack today because they can cause severe network

disruptions through massive coordinated attacks, and the
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threat of this disruption can cost enterprises large sums in

financial losses. Recent reports show that, over 9 million

computers connected to the Internet in a botnet in year 2012

and caused monetary damage to the extent of $500 M Wyke

(2012); Kovacs (2013).

While there are numerous types of botnets known, most of

them are controlled by remotely through C&C infrastructures.

In botnets that use the chat style of command and control,

botmaster and infected hosts subscribe to the same C&C

server. The botmaster issues commands to the bots via the

server, which is usually an IRC server. The C&C server may or
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may not be a compromisedmachine.1 Since infected hosts are

controlled remotely through C&C infrastructures, the key

issue of a botmaster is how to rally the bots to the C&C server.

In the early forms of botnet, the fixed IP address or domain

name of C&C server was hard-coded to the binary codes of

bots and all the bots communicate with the assigned C&C

server to receive and execute the commands from botmaster

and to pass the harvested results. In such cases, it is easy to

detect bots by their communications with hosts whose IP

address (or domain name) is on the blacklists and to take

down a particular botnet by blocking this particular address of

C&C server. Even though the address of C&C server is obfus-

cated to prevent reverse engineering analysis, the hard-coded

address is unchangeable, it cannot provide any mobility. If a

C&C server is not mobile, a single alarm or misuse report can

provoke the C&C server to be quarantined or the whole botnet

suspended.

In order to overcome this drawback, recent botnets have

been based on a different approach. A botmaster arranges

several C&C servers and frequently switches to different do-

mains to make it difficult to keep blacklists up-to-date. Bots

use a technique called domain flux, such as domain generation

algorithm (DGA), and dynamic DNS (DDNS) to search a C&C

server instance. We call these kinds of botnets as multiple

domain C&C botnets. Unlike early botnets, they do not have a

static single point of failure, and can plan and operate them-

selves even when their C&C servers are blocked. Moreover,

they are very difficult to be detected because of the charac-

teristics of the domains generated by the DGA, which only last

for a short period Stone-Gross et al. (2009). These techniques

make themultiple domain C&C botnets intelligent and hard to

be handled through existing security tools. Examples of mul-

tiple domain C&C botnet include Rustock (a.k.a. Spambot)

Chiang and Lloyd (2007), Conficker (a.k.a. Downadup or Shadow)

Porras et al. (2009), and Torpig Stone-Gross et al. (2009).

The botnet detection is a very active research domain, and

it has gained a lot of attention in recent years. Many valuable

initiatives exist for capturing or monitoring botnet activities

Dagon (2005); Gu et al. (2007); Villamarı́n-Salom�on and

Brustoloni (2008); Gu et al. (2008); Fink et al. (2004); Abdullah

et al. (2005); Ren et al. (2006). Most of existing detection

mechanisms focused on a particular symptom of botnets or a

signature of bot programs. Collecting data related to Internet

threats has thus become a common task for security man-

agers or network operators. However, effectively analyzing

the vast amounts of data collected proves challenging because

it is very resource-intensive and scalability is a growing

problem. The volume and the diversity of the raw data and

computations involved can rapidly overwhelm people or

system in charge of analyzing those data sets. Hence, it is hard

to quickly identify and respond to the threats posed by a

multiple domain C&C botnet in time, allowing the botnet to

cause considerable damage. This fact motivates us to study a

new approach for multiple domain C&C botnet detection.

In this paper, we note the benefits of analyzing DNS traffic

to detect botnets and notice that the DNS querying relation-

ship between bots and C&C servers in a multiple domain C&C
1 There are many public IRC servers that host unmonitored
channels.
botnet can be formulated as a bipartite isomorphism problem

which is graph isomorphism complete. Then, we present a new

security visualization tool, CCSvis (Cylindrical Coordinates Se-

curity Visualization). Our goal is to intuitively recognize symp-

toms of botnet activities by only visualizing DNS traffic. In

order to successfully achieve this objective, we introduce two

innovative features. First, we discuss the problems faced in

existing visualization mechanisms and the design criteria for

solving these problems. The proposedmechanism is designed

by considering not only the system-oriented perspective but

also the human-oriented perspective. Unlike other related

works, CCSvis does not use any botnet detection algorithm,

but it enables human to recognize a botnet, by visualizing the

complex correlation structure of botnets. Second, CCSvis

employs a new mechanism that visualizes botnet behaviors

and defines a variety of threat patterns on cylindrical co-

ordinates. We categorize them into five visual signatures for

interpretation of threats and adapt a human-cognitive

approach which is better at catching user's attention, makes

it easier to perceive the salient parts of the graph, making it

easier to detect botnets. We compare CCSvis with four other

generic types of visualization for two multiple domain C&C

botnets, Conficker and Rustock. The experimental results show

that our method generates a larger, more focused area of sa-

liency, it has greater perceptual efficiency and thus is more

effective and intuitive for botnet detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

some useful preliminaries are provided. In Section 3, we re-

view related works on visualization techniques and botnet

detection. In Section 4, we present a new tool for visualizing

botnet behaviors. We evaluate and compare it with other

visualization techniques through experiments in Section 5.

Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries

2.1. DNS traffic analysis for botnet detection

In a multiple domain C&C botnet, botmaster wants its C&C

servers to be invisible and portable. By using DNS services, the

botmaster can hide and frequently switch it's server without

modifying bot code. As a result, each bot periodically gener-

ates many DNS queries to locate its C&C server or to lookup

victims. Following three cases show the situations of the DNS

queries generated in botnets: (1) C&C server rallying process,

(2) attacking process: Some attacks such as DRDoS attack and

spam mailing are accompanied with the DNS transmit, (3)

C&C server migration: Botmaster migrate one to another

server, the corresponding IP address or domain name can be

changed at any time. If the IP address or domain name of the

C&C server changed, the bots cannot connect the old one, so

they generate the DNS query to access new server.

The DNS queries of multiple domain C&C botnets are

distinguishable from legitimate DNS queries as follows: (1)

most of legitimate DNS queries occur continuously and do not

occur simultaneously but DNS queries from bots occur tem-

porary and simultaneously, repetitive queries may indicate

bots, (2) the size of botnet is normally fixed, on the other hand,

the size of clients of legitimate DNS query is quite variable and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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irregular, (3) the botnet uses DDNS for C&C server usually, but

legitimate cites do not commonly use DDNS. Existingmethods

distinguish legitimate DNS queries from the botnet queries by

using various types ofmetrics, e.g., the amount of DNS queries

going outside the local networks, the frequency of dynamic

DNS usage, similar DNS behavior of host groups etc Kovacs

(2011).

The benefits of analyzing DNS traffic are many. For

instance, (1) monitoring DNS traffic has less overhead than

monitoring the entire network traffic, (2) the coordinated DNS

transmission is one of the most frequently observed group

activities in a botnet lifecycle, and (3) DNSmonitoring enables

botnet detection at its early stage because the DNS traffic is

generated when bots contact C&C servers prior to launching

malicious activities.

2.2. Graph isomorphism and multiple domain C&C
botnet detection problem

Two graphs G ¼ (V, E) and G0 ¼ (V0, E0) are isomorphic if and

only if there is a one-to-one mapping 4: V / V0 such that (u,

v) 2 E if and only if (4(u), 4(u)) 2 E0 for every pair of vertices u,

v 2 V. We denote by G ~ G0 if G and G0 are isomorphic. The

bipartite isomorphism problem is to determine if G ~ G0 for given
bipartite graphs G and G0.

Lemma 2.1. The bipartite isomorphism problem is graph isomor-

phism complete Uehara et al. (2005).

Considering the features of the multiple domain C&C

botnet DNS queries, we can discover the existence of a

multiple domain C&C botnet as follows. Let Cti ¼ fc1;…; cng
be a set of clients sending DNS queries and Dti ¼ fd1;…;dmg
be a set of domains queried by c2Cti , during a certain period

of time ti. The DNS querying relationships between clients

and domains can be represented as a bipartite graph,

Bti ¼ ðCti ;Dti ;Eti Þ;Eti ¼ fðu; vÞju2Cti ;v2Dti v is queried by ug.
Suppose a subgraph B0

ti
¼ ðC0

ti
;D0

ti
;E0

ti
Þ of Bti and a subgraph B0

tj

of Btj ; ðisjÞ. If B0
ti
� B0

tj
, then it is very likely that the clients of

C0
ti
are infected by a bot. Hence, the botnet detection is equal

to find B0
ti
� B0

tj
for a certain time period of i,…, j, and it is at

least as hard as the bipartite isomorphism problem by

Lemma 2.1, therefore, there is no polynomial time algorithm

known.

2.3. Security visualization and human visual system

Even today, an automated system cannot replace human

expertise completely in network control which is required for

various security reasons. Many administrators are faced with

the problem of analyzing the huge amounts of real-time data

being generated, but they are often not even aware of security

threats.

Security visualization uses graphical approaches to help a

user easily understand a large amount of abstract data and

intuitively perceive the situation Conti and Abdullah (2004). It

also helps to identify types of threats andmitigate the damage

caused by them Choi et al. (2007). The advantages are derived

from the biological structure of human brain. As shown in the

results of neuroscience studies Resko et al. (2006); Born and

Bradley (2005); Moran and Desimone (1985), a large portion
of the primary neocortex appears to be directly devoted to and

specialized in visual processing. In other words, human can

rapidly process visual information. According to the case of

CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing test to Tell

Computers and Humans Apart) Von Ahn et al. (2003), human

being's capability for the visual pattern processing still ex-

ceeds that of computers. All these studies highlight the ne-

cessity and powerful capability of human visual system2 (HVS).

In this study, we consider the aspects of visual processing

according to theneuroanatomical structureof thehumanbrain

andpropose anewvisualization tool that enables thedetection

of botnets in a cooperative manner between human and com-

puter. As mentioned in the previous section, multiple domain

C&Cbotnet detectionproblem is verydifficult and theoretically

graph isomorphism complete, our tool does not use any detection

algorithm, but it helps human to recognize botnets intuitively

by visualizing the complex correlation structures of botnet.
3. Related works

3.1. DNS based botnet detection techniques

In this section,we reviewpreviousworks onDNS based botnet

detection techniques.

Salomon et al. (Villamarı́n-Salom�on and Brustoloni, 2009)

proposed and evaluated a Bayesian approach for bot detection

based on the similarity of their DNS traffics to that of known

bots. The basic assumption of the approach is that bots in the

same botnet generate similar DNS traffics which are distin-

guishable from legitimate DNS traffic. Similar work was also

presented in Ishibashi et al. (2012). However, the true positive

rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR) largely depend on

the thresholds that dynamically change. It is difficult to find

the proper thresholds.

Manasrah et al. (2009) proposed a DNS based mechanism

that captures botnet group activities from DNS traffic. How-

ever, their approach has limited coverage because they use a

MACaddressasan identifierof ahost rather thanan IPaddress.

The MAC address is visible only to hosts on the same subnet.

Therefore, it is not appropriate for large-scale networks.

Brustoloni et al. (2009) described NDS Flagger, a device for

ISP bot detection. DNS Flaggermatches subscribers DNS traffic

against IP and DNS signature with the IP addresses and

domain names of blacklisted servers.

Antonakakis et al. (2010) proposed Notos, a dynamic

reputation system for DNS that uses passive DNS query data

and analyzes the network and zone features of domains. It

builds models of known legitimate domains and malicious

domains, and uses these models to compute a reputation

score for a new domain indicative of whether the domain is

malicious or legitimate.

Bilge et al. (2011) uses passive DNS analysis, examines a

wide set of DNS traffic features and incorporates machine

learning techniques.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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Unlike ours, theseworks only focus on the system-oriented

perspectives, they require up-to-dated blacklists and database

for network information or modeling to detect botnets. How-

ever, considering the amount of calculations involved and the

high dependency on the blacklist, they do not seem practical

solutions.
3.2. Security visualization techniques

Security visualization can be viewed from two different per-

spectives: visualization methods and visualization data. Visuali-

zation methods are for the perspective of “how to show” and

visualization data are for the perspective of “what to show” (See

Table 1).
Table 1 e Comparison of visualization techniques.

CATEGORIES TECHNIQUES PROS CONS RELATED WORKS

Visualization

methods

Scatter plot � Useful to discover outliers and

anomalies.

� Improper to represent relational data

� Information loss due to over-plotting.

Suo et al. (2008)

Tree map � Useful to represent a hierarchical data � Improper to represent multi-dimensional

data or large-scale data

Fischer et al. (2008)

Color map � Useful to represent a time-series data � Improper to represent relational data

� Causing distraction (dazzle effect)

Samak et al. (2008)

Node-link graph � Useful to represent inter-relationships

between nodes.

� Causing edge-crossing

� Information loss due to over-plotting

Iliofotou (2009);

Histogram � Useful to represent discrete data � Improper to represent multi-dimensional

data

� Information loss due to categorization

Muelder et al. (2006)

Parallel

coordinates

� Useful to represent a multidimensional

data

� Causing edge-crossing

� Information loss due to over-plotting

Li and Luo (2009);

Visualization

data

Network-data

based

� Useful to represent a global view of

network

� Large amount of data and calculations

involved

Choi et al. (2009)

Security-related

log based

� Useful to detect anomalies � High false positive and negative Abdullah et al. (2005)

3 It is a problem caused by intersecting multiple lines, which is
one of the most important criteria for graph theory.
3.2.1. How to show: visualization methods
There are various types of visualization methods; however,

most existing security visualization mechanisms tend to use

existing visualization methods to modify or combine with

them. We thus address the six most widely used and distinct

visualization methods among them. Visualization methods

can be classified in to six categories; scatter plots, treemaps, color

maps, node-link diagrams, histograms, and parallel coordinates.

Scatter plot: A scatter plot displays information using

nodes having various sizes, shapes, and colors. It is useful for

detecting outliers and anomalies from a large data set, but it is

inconvenient for displayingmany objects on a screen because

this may cause overplotting, in turn leading to information

loss. Moreover, it is difficult to represent the relationships

among nodes using a scatter plot Suo et al. (2008).

Tree map: A tree map represents hierarchical information

using a group of tiles having various sizes and colors. It offers a

global view of data having certain inter-relationships. How-

ever, it is inconvenient for visualizing complex multidimen-

sional data aswell as large-scale data such as IP addresses and

port numbers. Thus, it is often used in conjunction with other

visualization methods Williams et al. (2008); Fischer et al.

(2008).
Color map: A color map can be used for showing time-se-

ries data, but it is not effective for showing relational data.

With the passage of time, too much information is displayed

on the screen in various colors and sizes, and this can distract

users, in turn leading to a decrease in detection efficiency

Colombe and Stephens (2004); Samak et al. (2008).

Node-link graph: A node-link graph can be used to effec-

tively visualize relationships using lines that represent inter-

relationships between nodes. However, it suffers from edge-

crossing3 and information loss problems that are caused by

the overplotting of connecting lines among nodes Iliofotou

(2009); Ball et al. (2004).

Histogram: A histogram is a well-known visualization

method that visualizes information using a color spectrum. It
is widely used and includes relatively low visual noise, but it is

not effective for representingmultidimensional data Erbacher

and Garber (2004); Muelder et al. (2006).

Parallel coordinates: Parallel coordinates align multiple

axes parallel to each other with a vertical or horizontal

orientation. They can be used to represent multidimensional

data, and they have been used for visualizing attack patterns

in many security visualization mechanisms Krasser et al.

(2005); Li and Luo (2009); Choi et al. (2009). However, It, too,

suffer from edge-crossing and information loss problems that

are caused by overplotting.

3.2.2. What to show: visualization data
Data types can be classified into two categories, network-data

and security-related logs, depending on whether or not data is

processed by the security system.

Network-data based approaches: Network Eye Fink et al.

(2004) is a visualization tool developed for network adminis-

trators. VISUALBall et al. (2004) used as a prototype of Network

Eye is useful for displaying network communications or

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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interactions between external and internal networks, which

are otherwise difficult to represent because they requiremany

external host symbols. PCAV Choi et al. (2009) uses parallel

coordinates for visualizing network data. It forms visual sig-

natures that represent each type of network attack from the

collection of lines plotted on multiple vertical axes. NFlowVis

(Fischer et al., 2008) shows the visualized result of netflow

analysis using a relational database. It uses a tree map to

visually represent a massive distributed SSH attack and low-

volume attack pattern and to analyze service usage.

Security-related log based approaches: IDS RainStorm

Abdullah et al. (2005) visually represents network conditions

on an xey plane using IDS events. The x-axis represents the

source/destination IP addresseswhereas the y-axis represents

the time information. Ren et al. (2006) proposed a technique

that visualizes blacklisted domain name querying behavior

and abnormal querying frequency overtime from DNS query

logs using animated text having various colors.
4. Cylindrical Coordinates Security
Visualization

4.1. Visualization parameters

There are two types of DNS traffic: query and response

(Mockapetris). We only consider DNS response packets

because they contain DNS query data as well as additional

reply section. We extract the following five fields from each

DNS response packet (Table 2).

Client IP address. This is an unsigned 32-bit value in the IP

Header Section, which contains the IP address of the client

sending the DNS query.

Query type. This is an unsigned 16-bit value for the QTYPE

field in the DNS Question Section, which specifies the type of

query. This parameter is used to identify the type of behavior.

Domain name. This is the variable-length string for the

QNAME field in the DNS Answer Section. This parameter is used

to identify the botnet's C&C server or the domain name of the

target.

Timestamp. This is an unsigned 32-bit value for the

response time captured from the DNS server, which is used to

measure the intensity of queries created by a client. However,

this value requires too many resources to update every sec-

ond. Accordingly, we only use the time variation Dti(c) for a

client c between the initial time t0(c) and the certain time ti(c) to

reduce the variable size as follows:
Table 2 e Symbols of visualization parameters.

Symbol Description

Dtc Timestamp of the queries sent by client c

l(c) Average number of queries per second sent by client c

F(c) Flag error rate of the client c

j 3cj Number of flag errors that occurred by client c

jc9ðcÞj The number of entire queries from client c

C ðdÞ Set of client IP addresses that querying domain name d

tN Threshold by network scale

tQ Threshold for number of queries

tF Threshold for flag error rate

tI Threshold for query intensity
DtiðcÞ :¼ tiðcÞ � t0ðcÞ

Flags. This is a 16-bit value in the DNS Header Section,

which consists of fields that containing state information. We

only used the lower 4 bits of the flags, which indicate RCODE.

RCODE is used to indicate whether a query was answered

successfully or not. Recent botnets use DGA, which is

extremely location-resilient Stone-Gross et al. (2009); Porras

et al. (2009); Yadav et al. (2010). Bots may send many mal-

formed DNS queries using DGA. Thus, this parameter is used

to measure the error rate in order to find a botnet or to detect

DNS cache poisoning attack.

In addition, we derive three features from above five fields,

such as cardinality, intensity, and flag error rate.

Cardinality. This value indicates the cardinality of a set of

the client IP addresses that queries a specific domain name.

Botnets, unlike normal clients, maintains relatively constant

cardinality over a period time. Thus, we can visually cluster

botnets by cardinality to detect botnet. Let d be a domain

names and C ¼ {c1, c2,…, cn} be a set of client IP addresses that

queries the domain name d. Then, we define the cardinality of

d as follows:

jC ðdÞj^n

Intensity. This value indicates the average number of

queries sent by a client per second. Malicious behaviors such

as spam sending, DNS cache poisoning attack, and distributed

reflection denial-of-service (DRDoS) attacks generate many DNS

packets in a short period. Thus, we can measure the intensity

to identify a client showing abnormal behavior. The average

number of queries sent by a client per second is denoted as

follows:

lðcÞ
Flag error rate. If an attacker performs DNS cache poisoning

attack, many error flags will occur. The flag error rate of a

client is thus used to detect an attack or malicious behavior.

The flag error rate is determined as follows:

FðcÞ :¼ j 3ðcÞj
jc9ðcÞj

where, jc9ðcÞj denotes the number of entire queries from

client c, and j 3(c)j means the number of flag errors in the

response to the queries.
4.2. Visualization mechanism

Most existing security visualization mechanisms represent a

large range of values (e.g., IP address) on the linear axis or

plane. However, representing such a large range of values on a

linear axis or plane is ineffective because it is difficult to

distinguish each IP address due to the limited display resolu-

tion. To solve this problem, we indicate each client IP address

on a circle. Each domain name queried by a client is located at

the center of the circle. However, if all domain names are

represented at the center of the circle (like a star topology), the

objects representing the domain names will be many in

number and will overlap. Similarly, if each circle is at a dis-

tance from the other, there will be many edges indicating the

relationships between clients and domain names that will

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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intersect with each other. Therefore, we use cylindrical co-

ordinates. Each domain name is represented on a linear axis,

and the linear axes are placed orthogonal to each other on the

circle (in a cylindrical shape). Generally, a point P in a cylin-

drical coordinates is represented by r, q and z (or h), respec-

tively denoting the radius, azimuth, and height of the

cylindrical shape, in the three-dimensional space.

To indicate the query intensity of a client, CCSvis repre-

sents each query with triangular shape by using additional

coordinate l. We use triangles because other polygonal shapes

require more vertices, in turn requiring more computational

power. To visually identify each client IP address, each trian-

gular shape is represented by a unique azimuth depending on

its client IP address, and each point on the z-axis indicates a

domain name that is queried by a client (see Fig. 1).

We denote each octet of a single client IP address ci by IP1,

IP2, IP3 and IP4. Then, the IP address can be expressed as

follows:

IP1ðciÞ$224|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
1st octet

þ IP2ðciÞ$216|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
2nd octet

þ IP3ðciÞ$28|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
3rd octet

þ IP4ðciÞ|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
4thoctet

(1)

From Equation (1), we calculate the angle of the client IP

address as follows:

qðciÞ :¼
 X4

k¼1

IPkðciÞ 360
28ð4�kÞ

!
p

180
(2)

Thus, each client IP address can be mapped to a radial q.

The height of the triangular shape, r, is defined depending on

jC ðdmÞj as follows:

rðciÞ :¼ ln½jC ðdmÞj� þ tN (3)

where the threshold tN can be determined by the network

scale or display resolution. The location of the triangular

shape on the z-axis, z, is arranged in descending order of

jC ðdmÞj , where the greater the jC ðdmÞj value, the smaller is the

z value. Each jC ðdmÞj is stored in a redeblack tree. Let the

function rank($) return the rank of jC ðdmÞj in the tree. Then,

the z value is defined as follows:

zðciÞ :¼ rankðjC ðdmÞjÞ (4)

Let V be the set of vertices that contains the components of

each triangular shape; then, the range of coordinates of the

vertex set V ¼ {r, q, z, l} is defined:
V ¼

8>><
>>:

0< r � jC ðdÞj
0< q � 2p
0< z< jDj
0< l< tI

(5)

As a result, as shown in Fig. 2, DNS queries can be visual-

ized on cylindrical coordinates.

4.3. Visual signatures

CCSvis visualizes a variety of threat patterns on cylindrical co-

ordinates. We define them as five visual signatures (see Table 3)

for interpretation of threats and adopt a human-cognitive

approach which is better at catching user's attention, makes it

easier to perceive the salient parts of the graph,making it easier

to detect threats.

The disc-shaped pattern in Table 3 indicates that infected

clients (or bots) are trying to find the C&C server. The trian-

gular shapes represent each client that is stretched out from

the z-axis to form a disc-shaped pattern. Of course, the disc-

shaped pattern may appear in a normal case as well, but un-

like botnet behavior, the cardinality of a normal set is very

irregular, and because it tends to have a low intensity value,

the botnet pattern can be differentiated distinctly from

normal behavior by the size, color, and thickness of the disc-

shaped pattern (Type-I). If a botnet has multiple domain

names for C&C, the botnet behavior appears in the form of a

striped cylindrical pattern (Type-II). If a bot sends many DNS

queries, the triangular shape's width increases (Type-III). If a

graphical pattern appears in the form of a disc-shaped pattern

that consists of large triangular shapes, it indicates a DRDoS

attack or abnormal behavior. CCSvis can also indicate DNS

Cache Poisoning or different types of abnormal behavior. Sup-

pose that an attacker generates many DNS queries to guess

the DNS transaction ID or sends DNS queries to many do-

mains (Type-IV). Then, these behaviors appear in the form of

panel-shaped patterns along the z-axis, because each trian-

gular shape has the same tilt on the z-axis. Depending on F(c),

it appears as an orange-colored panel-shaped pattern, with

the rest being represented by a translucent white color. In the

case of a domain name listed on the blacklist, the shape is not

regular but is irregular and red in color (Type-V).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007


Table 3 e Visual signatures.

Visual
signature

Correlation
(c : d : l)

Type name

Type-I M:1:1 Single-domain C&C botnet

Type-II M:M:1 Multiple-domain C&C botnet

Type-III M:1:M DRDoS or abnormal behavior

Type-IV 1:M:1 DNS cache-poisoning or

abnormal behavior In this

case, the colors of the

triangles forming panelshape

are set to orange.

Type-V Irregular Blacklisted domain

(known C&C domain)
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4.4. CCSvis framework

The framework of CCSvis consists of five modules: (1) traffic

collector, (2) parameter extractor, (3) DNS response loader, (4)

domain filter, and (5) visualizer as Fig. 3.

The traffic collector collects the DNS response packets

from each sensor and arranges them by timestamp. Then, the

parameter extractor parses DNS response packets and ex-

tracts visualization parameters, such as client IP address,

domain name, query type, timestamp, and flags.

The DNS response loader is one of the main parts, its pur-

pose is to groupall the client IP addressesbydomainname.The

DNS response loader has two-level hash table structure. The
Fig. 3 e CCSvis
first-level is the domain table HD〈d, HC〉 which has a domain

name d as a key and an IP tableHC as a value. The second-level

is IP tableHC〈c, cj〉which has a client IP address c as a key and a

struct cj containing query type array q!, timestamp variation

array D t
!
, and flag array f

!
as a value. The details of the DNS

response loader module elucidated in Algorithm 1.
The DNS response loader takes a set of visualization pa-

rameters as an input and outputs the domain table HD. It

checks if the incoming di already exists in the domain tableHD,

then, checkswhether ci exists in the corresponding IP tableHCi
.

If yes, then, inserts qi; Dtti ; fi
� �

to the existing array cj:q
/
, cj:D t

/

and cj: f
/

, respectively, else it creates a new struct c0j, inserts
framework.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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qi; Dtti ; fi
� �

to the c0j:q
/
, c0j:D t

/0
and c0j: f

/

, respectively. Then, it

inserts into the IP tableHCwith ci as the key and c0j as the value.

If di does not exist in HD, creates a new struct c0j, inserts

qi; Dtti ; fi
� �

to the c0j:q
/
, c0j:D t

/0
and c0j: f

/

, respectively. Then, it

inserts into the IP tableHCwith ci as the key and c0j as the value,

inserts into the domain table HD with di as the key and HC.

The domain filter module filters domain names and groups

thembycardinality, the size of client IP address set that queries

a domain name. It takes the domain table HD from DNS

response loader as an input and builds a redeblack tree T as an

output. As shown in Algorithm 2, T has a cardinality jC ðdÞj as a
keyandanarrayof theoffsetsofdomainnames inHDasavalue.
Fig. 4 e Screensh
While the domain filter module traverses the domain table

HD, it checks if the total number of queries by a client IP

address c9ðcÞ is greater than the threshold tQ , or if d is listed

on the blacklist B DNS-BH. jc9ðcÞj herein can be easily calcu-

lated from HC. In particular, this conditional statement can

filter a considerable amount of meaningless data because the

DNS query distribution follows a Zipf's law Jung and Sit (2004).

If the condition is satisfied, it checks if jC ðdÞj exists in T or not,

if it is not, creates a new array o!0
. Then, it inserts the offset of

HD[d] into the corresponding o!0
, and it inserts into T with

jC ðdÞj as the key, and o!0
as the value.

The visualizer module takes three inputs, domain table HD,

redeblack tree T, and B, then outputs a set of triangle vertices

of the cylindrical coordinates. The module starts traversing

from T and traces back to HD and HC to calculate the vertex set

V ¼ (r, q, z, l) as described in Section 4.2. The details are

described in Algorithm 3. In order to improve the perceptual

efficiency, it provides two display modes: default and fluoros-

copy. In defaultmode, visualizermodule specifies triangle color

(in the web version) by using the 2nd, 3rd and 4th octets of c.

On the contrary, in fluoroscopy mode, it checks whether d is B,

then, it sets the triangle color to red. If F(c) is greater than or

equal to tF , the color is set to orange. Otherwise, the triangle

color is set to white. Then, the assigned color is alpha-

blended. Fig. 4 shows the screenshot of CCSvis and the

demonstration can be found at YouTube (http://youtu.be/

7NlELrutT0A).

5. Evaluations

In this section, we present experimental results demon-

strating the benefits of CCSvis. First, we explain experimental

environment with the details of the datasets.

5.1. Experimental environment

We conducted evaluations for CCSvis using the obtained trace

from an actual ISP network. The dataset is a captured DNS
ot of CCSvis.

http://youtu.be/7NlELrutT0A
http://youtu.be/7NlELrutT0A
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007


Fig. 5 e Visualizing Rustock and Conficker using CCSvis: (a)

Rustock. (b) Conficker.
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response traffic from two network interface card (NIC) of a

DNS server working on an ISP network during July 7e17 and

September 2, 2009. Among them, we used the DNS response

traffic which was captured at the peak hours of a day between

4:54 p.m. to 7:20 p.m. There are 48,109,101 packets, 114,744

distinct IP addresses, 1,380,760 unique domain names in

12.9 GB of the captured DNS response traffic data.

All visualizations were performed on a desktop PC with a

3.0 GHz Intel ® Core™ 2 Duo E8400 processor (6 MB L2 cache

and 1333 MHz FSB), 2 GB DDR2 main memory, NVIDIA ® PCIe

video card (GeForce 8600 GT™, 128-bit memory bus and

512 MBmemory capacity), and 100 Mbps bandwidth. CCSvis is

written in C/Cþþ using OpenGL.
5.2. Visualizing multiple domain C&C botnets

Wedetected two different types ofmultiple domain C&C botnets:

Rustock and Conficker. Both Rustock and Conficker are some of

the most widely propagated botnets. Rustock (also known as

Spambot) first appeared in November 2005, and by the end of

2010, it was considered responsible for 40% of all spam sent

worldwide Symantec (2010). Conficker (also known as Down-

adup or Shadow) is known for installing yet another variant

through thousands of domain names that are generated by

DGA.

Rustock. Fig. 5(a) shows 77 distinct bots querying 3 C&C do-

mains. Inourcasestudy,Rustockcanbeclassifiedas themultiple

domain C&C botnet pattern of the five signatures (Type-II).

Conficker. Fig. 5(b) shows 775 distinct bots querying 644 C&C

domains. Conficker is also classified as the multiple domain C&C

botnet.

The cylindrical shape consists of many triangular shapes,

and by using the visualized DNS traffic, we can intuitively

understand more about these shapes. Each shape is stretched

out from one single point on the z-axis (a single yellow line (in

the web version)) penetrates the cylindrical shape, as shown

in Fig. 5(a) and (b), with the area of the shape representing the

query intensity of the client. Multiple triangular shapes on the

z-axis form one cylindrical shape of short length that repre-

sents a group of multiple clients querying a single domain. If a

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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group of multiple clients queries many domains simulta-

neously, a long cylindrical shape will be displayed in themain

view. This is indicative of a simultaneous and organized

attack; under normal conditions, any form does not appear. In

addition, CCSvis is able to visualize these botnet in amatter of

minute. However, automated mechanisms are difficult to

detect in real time due to high time complexity.

Fig. 6 shows the visualizations of Rustock and Conficker

using four other techniques described in Section 3.2.1. In

addition, all images of Figs. 5 and 6 were visualized using the

same dataset (as previously discussed in Section 5.1).

5.3. Comparison of perceptual efficiency

To compare the perceptual efficiency, we carry out the assess-

ment based on saliency map analysis. Salience (or saliency) im-

plies thestateorqualitybywhichsomethingstandsout relative

tosurroundingobjects, and it is representedbyascalarquantity

on a saliencymap. Saliencymap is widely used tomeasure the

perceptual quality of images or video in various fields.

In our evaluation, we specifically used a model that re-

sembles the human visual system (HVS) called Graph-Based

Visual Saliency (GBVS) Harel et al. (2007). The GBVS is a

computational model of standardized approaches in the field

of neuroscience and shows remarkable accuracy Itti and Koch

(2001); Itti et al. (1998); Parkhurst et al. (2002). Hence, we

consider this model to be suitable for measuring the percep-

tual efficiency and derive quantitative results for the percep-

tual efficiency by using it.

To assess how effective CCSvis is compared to other visu-

alization techniques, we chose the following widely used

different conventional mechanisms: scatter plot, node-link

graph, parallel coordinates, and tree map. We then performed

a comparative evaluation in terms of perceptual aspects, as

shown in Fig. 7.

In our evaluation, Figs. 5 and 6 show the original images,

whereas Fig. 7 shows the corresponding saliency maps. In the

saliency maps, a salient region is overlaid on the original. The

color (in the web version) of the salient region varies from red

to blue depending on the saliency (red color indicates themost

salient region).
Fig. 6 e Visualizing Rustock and Conficker using other techniqu

showing Conficker (c). Parallel coordinates showing Rustock. (d

showing Rustock. (f) Tree map showing Conficker. (g) Scatter pl
Despite some noise due to normal, our evaluation has

shown a high resilience to noise and greater perceptual effi-

ciency than the other techniques. As shown in Fig. 7, in the

saliency map of the other four techniques, the distribution of

the salient region was too small compared to the target region

and it was in an inapposite area (nontarget area) due to visual

distractors. If the distribution of the salient region is too small,

users will not be able to clearly recognize the overall outline of

a pattern. Furthermore, users will not obtain any useful in-

formation if the distribution of the region appears outside the

target area. On the other hand, when using CCSvis, the dis-

tribution of the salient region was quite large compared to the

target region. If the distribution of the salient region is large,

it will attract the attention of users (see Fig. 7(a) and (b)).

The comparisons with each visualization mechanism are

described below.

Node-link graph. In a node-link graph, several algorithms

can be used for determining the graph layout, among which,

we carefully selected the most well represented result. We

used the FruchtermaneReingold graph layout algorithm

Fruchterman and Reingold (1991), a type of force-directed

layout algorithm. This algorithm arranges the graph by

assuming that each node exerts repulsive force and each edge

exerts attractive force. It has the most well-represented re-

sults. As shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), client IP addresses are

represented by white-colored circles; domain names, by or-

ange-colored (in the web version) circles; and the relation-

ships between client IP addresses and domain names, by

semitransparent white-colored lines. In Fig. 7(c) and (d), the

most salient region only appeared in the group of orange-

colored circles near the center of the screen. A user cannot

easily recognize the botnet because the distribution of the

salient region is too small to recognize the overall outline of

the pattern.

Parallel coordinates. We evaluated various orders of each

axis in parallel coordinates, and we selected the most well-

expressed result, as shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d). In this figure,

client IP addresses are indicated on the first vertical axis; the

querying intensity of the client, on the second vertical axis;

domain names, on the third vertical axis in alphabetical order;

and the cardinality of the client IP address set, on the fourth
es: (a) Nodelink graph showing Rustock. (b) Nodelink graph

) Parallel coordinates showing Conficker. (e) Tree map

ot showing Rustock. (h) Scatter plot showing Conficker.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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Fig. 7 e Saliency maps of Rustock and Conficker visualizations. (a) Saliency map of CCSvis showing Rustock. (b) Saliency

map of CCSvis showing Conficker. (c) Saliency map of nodelink graph showing Rustock. (d) Saliency map of node-link graph

showing Conficker. (e) Saliency map of parallel coordinates showing Rustock. (f) Saliency map of parallel coordinates

showing Conficker. (g) Saliency map of tree map showing Rustock. (h) Saliency map of tree map showing Conficker. (i)

Saliency map of scatter plot showing Rustock. (j) Saliency map of scatter plot showing Conficker.
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vertical axis. As shown in Fig. 7(e), many edge-crossings occur

between the first and the second axis. In addition, as shown in

Fig. 7(f), occlusions occur between the second and the third

axis. In Fig. 7(e), the most salient region is represented by the

area of dense lines near the center of the screen. In particular,

in Fig. 7(f), the most salient region appears close to the second

axis. Overall, these results show the worst effectiveness for

perception.

Tree map. We evaluated various layouts of each parameter

in the tree map, and we selected the most well-expressed

result as shown in Fig. 6(e) and (f). In this figure, each client IP

address is labeled by a gray-colored box, where the client IP

address is indicated at the top of the box. In addition, the size

of the box depends on the number of distinct domain names

that are queried by the client. Domain names are represented

as rectangular shapes with a radial gradation, and their size

depends on the cardinality of all the client IP addresses that

query the domain name. The color of each rectangular shape

in the gray-colored box is determined by the querying in-

tensity of the client. When using a tree map to identify bot-

nets, a user needs to read all the labeled text; however,

actually doing so requires considerable time even for a small-

scale botnet. In Fig. 7(g), the salient region appears near the

darker-colored (in the web version) shapes, because these

stand out compared to other (white-colored) shapes. However,

darker-colored shapes simply indicate the intensity, and they

do not help in identifying the botnet. Notably, in Fig. 7(h),
dark-colored shapes serve as visual distractors that confuse

users. In addition, users cannot find any information because

the objects are too small.

Scatter plot. To express multi-dimensional data, a scatter

plot could be expressed as a scatter matrix; however, here, we

deal with the correlation between the client IP address and the

domain names. Fig. 6(g) and (h) show Rustock and Conficker as

they appear in a scatter plot. In both figures, the horizontal

direction (x-axis) represents the client IP address and the

vertical direction (y-axis), the domain names arranged in

alphabetical order. Further, we did not display each axis in the

figures because they can serve as visual distractors. As shown

in Fig. 6(g), the pattern is too dim for a small-scale botnet, and

its salient region is small (Fig. 7(i)). As shown in Fig. 7(j), the

most salient region appears near the dense dots near the

center of the screen and in the gap between the points, but its

distribution is too small to recognize the overall outline of the

pattern.
6. Conclusions

In this paper, we make an in-depth investigation on the issue

of multiple domain C&C botnet detection. We present a new

visualization mechanism for visualizing botnet behaviors.

This mechanism is developed with the objective of enabling

users to recognize security threats promptly and mitigate the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007
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damage by visualizing information with a focus on greater

perceptual efficiency. To successfully achieve this goal, we

have introduced two innovative features. First, we discussed

the problems faced in existing visualization mechanisms and

the design criteria for solving these problems. CCSvis does not

use any botnet detection algorithm, but it enables human to

recognize a botnet by visualizing the complex correlation

structure of botnets. CCSvis is the first security visualization

system that considers both system-oriented and the human-

oriented perspective. Second, CCSvis employs a new mecha-

nism that visualizes botnet behaviors and defines a variety of

threat patterns on cylindrical coordinates. We categorized

them into five visual signatures for interpretation of threats

and adopt a human-cognitive approach which is better at

catching user's attention. Experimental results show that

CCSvis has noticeable advantages over the related works.

CCSvis can be operated on a standard personal computer

without requiring the use of high-end workstations or

general-purpose GPU-based parallel computing devices. In the

future, we intend to carry out empirical studies in various

workplaces. The results of such studies will contribute toward

designing an advanced visualization technique that offers

better security. Also, the approach proposed in this study can

be utilized to derive new and valuable insights in security

aspects from the complex correlations of Big Data.

Supplementary data related to this article can be found

online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2014.07.007.
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